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Prairie series

Prairie series room furnishings from Stance Healthcare are designed to create a more residential feel, an attribute widely believed to support patient well-being.

The Prairie collection boasts a range of popular case good designs, including bedside tables, desks, dressers and wardrobes, all available in a variety of warm woodgrain finishes.

High-pressure laminate tops are standard, as is hardwood bullnose edging with rounded corners. This combination provides increased durability and softer, safer edges.

Doors and drawer fronts feature solid maple “frames” with 1/4” thick veneer insert panel. Cabinet sides and back sides are 3/4” thickness, surfaced with matching laminate.

Wood finish selection:

- Hardrock Maple (HM)
- Candlelight (CL)
- Rustic Cherry (RC)
- Summer Flame (SF)
- Mahogany (MA)
- Cherry Blossom (CB)
- Grenada (GR)
- Chocolate (CH)

Drawer/door bedside table with interior fixed shelf shown in Chocolate finish.